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How do How do How do How do How do How do How do How do 
people people people people people people people people 
and and and and and and and and 
animals animals animals animals animals animals animals animals 
survive? survive? survive? survive? survive? survive? survive? survive? 

Some of you might 
have been on holiday 
to AmericaAmericaAmericaAmerica. 

This travel poster is 
advertising FloridaFloridaFloridaFlorida.

Can you see that it’s 
called the Sunshine the Sunshine the Sunshine the Sunshine 
StateStateStateState. Why do you 
think that is?Sa
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Florida has lots of sun, sand and beaches.
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Did you know that not all places in America are Did you know that not all places in America are Did you know that not all places in America are Did you know that not all places in America are 
as warm as Florida?as warm as Florida?as warm as Florida?as warm as Florida?
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If you look at a globe you’ll 
be able to see America. 
Can you see Alaska?

Alaska is part of the 
USA – the United 
States of America. It’s 
also in the Arctic Circle.
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What is it like in this part of 
the Arctic Circle?

Can you see the Arctic 
Circle and the North 
Pole? What kind of 
places do you think 
they are?
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In the winter it is very, very cold. Often the 
temperature drops as low as  - 40°C. That is 
very cold! It’s so cold it’s hard for us to imagine 
what it must be like to live there.
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It can be very windy with snowstorms that are so 
bad it’s hard to see anything infront of you.
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When that happens it’s called a whiteWhen that happens it’s called a whiteWhen that happens it’s called a whiteWhen that happens it’s called a white----out.out.out.out.
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In the winter time there are In the winter time there are In the winter time there are In the winter time there are 
six months of darkness that six months of darkness that six months of darkness that six months of darkness that 
means daylight never means daylight never means daylight never means daylight never 
comes!comes!comes!comes!

What do you think What do you think What do you think What do you think 
it would be like to it would be like to it would be like to it would be like to 
live for so long in live for so long in live for so long in live for so long in 
darkness?darkness?darkness?darkness?Sa
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How do people and How do people and How do people and How do people and 
animals survive a animals survive a animals survive a animals survive a 
winter of darkness?winter of darkness?winter of darkness?winter of darkness?
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The long, dark winter is followed by six months 
of long daylight hours. It never gets completely 
dark. This picture was taken at midnight, just as 
the sun was setting. 
Soon it will be light again.

In parts of Alaska 
the sun doesn’t set 
for 84 days – it is 
light all of the time!
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It is warmer in the summer and temperatures are 
above freezing. That means that the snow and 
ice begin to melt on the surface, but just below 
the surface it remains permanently frozen even in 
summer.

These are 
puddles formed 
by the melting 
ice as winter 
changes into 
summer.
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In the Arctic Circle, summers are short and last 
only a few weeks before winter sets in again.
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How do people and 
animals survive in the 
Arctic Circle?
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